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 00:00

Welcome to another legendary leaders

 00:02

podcast. Thank you for joining me.

 00:06

Today I want to talk about a term that I use regularly in my coaching practice. And that is
being an optimistic realist.

 00:17

It's something that I consider myself

 00:19

to be. Okay. So what does that mean? What is an optimistic realist? Well,

 00:28

let me tell you why. First,
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 00:30

I consider it to be so important and why I would encourage all of you to be an optimistic
realist in today's world, especially with all of the social media, and the time that I think a
lot of us, you know, fortunately or unfortunately get sucked into looking at all of that.
There are a ton of means out there and I know you know exactly what I'm talking about,
because I'm sure you have probably seen at least five or six of these. before you've even
press play

 00:57

on this podcast today.

 01:00

So what am I talking about? Well, those means that talk about, oh, you know, don't stress,
oh, everything's okay. You know, even when life is crap or your business isn't running well,
that's not your fault. Just smile, and the sun is gonna shine, everything is gonna be okay.
Well, you know, I love the positivity. Please understand, I love being positive. And I think
we all need to have what I you know, again, that optimistic mindset, okay. But we can't be
unrealistic about what's happening in our lives or in our business. And a lot of times I
believe those means encouraged us to essentially put our heads in the sand or avoid the
reality. And truly, if you're listening to me right now, the reason that you're listening is
because you have a passion and a drive and desire to be more, do more. More and give
more.

 02:01

Okay? It's just it is at the core of who you are.

 02:05

And so because you are like me and you're pushing and you're striving, and you do you
want to give to other people and you want to help people, that's your mission. And you
wake up every day trying to achieve that.

 02:18
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That's hard.

 02:20

owning your own business, being a business leader,

 02:23

that's hard.

 02:25

You can feel alone.

 02:28

You know, you have all of these struggles that a lot of people don't necessarily understand
unless you have, you know, a mentor or a circle that you can go to that that, you know,
also is made up of business leaders or entrepreneurs. Right. But many times, a lot of it is a
lonely road. And so because we're going down this road, and it's hard, and it's tough, and
we're making tough decisions, and, and, you know, sometimes we have to have tough
conversations with other people, employment conversations or supplier conversations,
contractual conversations, whatever it may be. We have to make tough decisions every
single day. And so sometimes when we see those means it kind of feels nice for a second.

 03:15

Okay? Now what do I mean by that? It

 03:17

feels nice because for a minute, you get to think, Well, you know, it really isn't that bad. I'm
just gonna stop pushing so hard. I don't need to make any effort. I don't need to make
that tough decision. I don't need to do all of these things.

 03:36
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Because it's hard anyway.

 03:39

And I don't want to be hard.

 03:42

I want to be smooth. I, I want to be like everybody else that I see on Facebook or Insta or
whatever. And, and I'm not saying you think that all the time, but for that instant, you
think, oh, man, my life would be so much easier. If I could just stop worrying about these
pieces and stop forcing myself to make the stuff tough decisions. To move myself and my
business forward, right? I mean, come on, let's be honest with ourselves, at least for a
minute, when we see those memes of quote, unquote, encouragement, we think for a
second Oh, man, that would be so nice. Let me just give myself a pass today.

 04:19

And I'm just not gonna worry, I'm just, I'm just going to not take any action. I'm just going
to sit back and let the solutions come to me. It feels nice for just a minute. It feels like a
little bit of weight has been lifted off of your shoulders. And trust me, I get that.

 04:35

But here's the thing. Here's the danger of that.

 04:39

What I see a lot of people doing

 04:42

and it's dangerous, is they start seeing those memes and they give themselves you know,
10 minutes of a break, and then turns into two hours of a break. And then it turns into
today, that's going to be my mantra. I'm going to live by that. I'm not going to worry
about anything. Life is easy.
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 05:00

I can't stress over things I don't control.

 05:03

I'm just gonna let it come to me. Now, let's listen. Again, we're being honest with each
other. Let's be honest.

 05:13

Can we control everything? No, we can't.

 05:17

And we know that we're not trying to control everything. But there are things in our
business that we absolutely can control and should be controlling. We should be figuring
out why the business isn't running as effectively as it should be. We should be figuring out
why we have underperformance on our teams. We should be figuring out why the service
levels to our customer isn't where we want it to be. All of those things are things that we
should be looking into because we should be controlling those. But what the danger is, is
that when we read those means to go and solve those business problems, that's hard. It's
extremely hard and tiring, and sometimes thankless. And I know We're not in it for the
banks. But sometimes it's nice, right? You're human. Everybody likes a little appreciation.
Right? So what's dangerous is when we start seeing those means, and instead of going
and controlling what we can control, we start to think, well, maybe I can't control that.
Hmm. Maybe I just don't need to focus on that today. I'm just going to take it easy. And
then again, a couple 10 minutes, turns to two hours, turns into a day turns into a week,
and now we have become very complacent, and we become stagnant. And we are not
making changes in the business that we absolutely should be making. And that's a tough
place to be in. So I'm gonna challenge you right now, do not be lulled into, you know, the
way in which we get these names sent to us and in in the way in which we think Life is
supposed to be right now, because of the culture and the environment that we live in
today. You work hard for a reason you make a difference in this world for a reason. you
started your business for a reason to solve problems for people. That's what it comes
down to. You created your business to solve problems for people, and no one promised
that it would be easy. And no one said that if you just sat back, everything was going to
run. And I'm not saying you're doing that. But what I'm saying is Be very careful about
reading into the mains, and falling into the trap that exists today. It's so much easier to be
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like everyone else in this world and think, Oh, well, I'm just gonna go with the flow. I'm just
gonna let life come to me. Well, you didn't let life come to you. That's why you created
your business. So don't start now. Keep pushing. Keep doing the hard work. Be an
optimistic realist, which is, I'm going to see the world

 08:05

for what it is.

 08:07

I'm going to see my business for what it is. I'm going to realistically acknowledge when I'm
running into problems or gaps or issues in my business, I'm going to see them for what
they are, I'm not going to lie to myself, or pretend like they don't exist, or pretend like I
can't influence them. Okay? That's the realist. Now, the optimist says, no matter what the
problem is, I know I can solve it. So I don't want to lose the positivity. I don't want you to
lose your thought around being able to influence it or make it better. I don't want you
stressing all of the time because stress typically comes from our inability to figure out the
solution

 08:56

or feeling like we can't find a solution.

 08:59

So I don't Want you stressing? I want you to be optimistic you should be looking at where
you are today, look at how far you have come.

 09:08

So be optimistic.

 09:11

But be realistic about what you're seeing in the world as well and what you're seeing in
your business and what you can control.
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 09:18

Okay? Don't let those names

 09:21

talk you into thinking that you cannot influence or impact your business nor should you let
that impact you and influence you to think that you shouldn't take action.

 09:33

Be an optimistic realist,

 09:35

you can do this.

 09:37

But you can only do it and you can only fix it if you realistically see the problems in your
business or in your leadership or within your team.

 09:46

Whatever the case may be,

 09:48

acknowledge them for what they are,

 09:50

believe in yourself that you can fix it and take action.

 09:54

Thanks for listening.
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